
The Principle of Sufficient Reason

HS “Leibniz and the Scholastics”, FS , Philipp Blum, April ,

One of “deux grand principes de nos raisonnemens”

Leibniz states the PSR in the Theodicy as follows:

Il faut considerer qu’il y a deux grands principes de nos raisonnemens, l’un est le principe de
la contradiction, qui porte, que de deux propositions contradictoires l’une est vraye, l’autre
fausse; l’autre principe est celui de la raison determinante. C’est, que jamais rien n’arrive,
sans qu’il y ait une cause ou du moins une raison determinante, c’est à dire quelque chose,
qui puisse servir a rendre raison a priori, pourquoi cela est existant plûtôt, que de toute autre
façon. (Essai de Theodicée P. I. § )

Two things stand out: the reason has to be “determinative”, and it has to be “a priori”. How do these two
features hang together, how do they interact?

The young Leibniz proved the PSR in the following way (cf. Adams ( : et seq.) for discussion):

Proposition:
Nothing is without a reason,

or whatever is has a sufficient reason.
Definition . A sufficient reason is that which is such that if it is posited the thing is.
Definition . A requirement is that which is such that if it is not posited the thing is not.
Demonstration: Whatever is, has all [its] requirements.
For if one [of them] is not posited the thing is not by def. . If all [its] requirements are posited,
the thing is.
For if it is not, it will be kept from being by the lack of something, that is, a requirement.
Therefore all the Requirements are a sufficient reason by def. . Therefore whatever is has a
sufficient reason.
Q.E.D. (AV I, ii, )

In the Confessio, we find:

th: […] Nonne ante omnia concedis, Nihil esse sine ratione?

ph: Hoc ego adeo concedo, ut demonstrari posse ⟨putem⟩ nun-
quam existere quicquam, quin possibile sit (saltem omniscio)
assignare rationem sufficientem cur sit potius quam non sit, et
sic potius quam aliter sit. Hoc qui negat, evertit discrimen inter
ipsum esse, et non esse. Quicquid existit, utique habebit omnia
ad existendum requisita, omnia autem ad existendum requisita
simul sumpta, sunt ratio existendi sufficiens; Ergo quidquid existit,
habet rationem existendi sufficientem. (A VI, iii, )

th: […] Don’t you accept before all else that nothing exists with-
out a reason?
ph: I grant this to the extent that I believe it can be demonstrated
that nothing ever exists unless it is possible (at least for one who is
omniscient) to assign a sufficient reason why it exists rather than
not, and why it is thus and not otherwise. Whoever denies it, de-
stroys the distinction between being itself and nonbeing. What-
ever exists, at any rate, will have all the requisites for existing;
however, all the requisites for existing taken together at the same
time are a sufficient reason for existing. Therefore, whatever ex-
ists has a sufficient reason for existing. (Leibniz : )



How good is this argument? Adams does not consider it very good:

The crucial premise of the proof is that nothing can fail to exist except for lack of a requirement
(i.e., a necessary condition) of its existence. This seems to beg the question, since anyone who
denies the Principle of Sufficient Reason will suppose that when all the necessary conditions
of a thing’s existence are given, there might still remain both a possibility of its existing and a
possibility of its not existing …(Adams : )

This criticism, however, does not quite justice to Leibniz’s reasoning. Why does he think that denying the
PSR “destroys the distinction between being itself and nonbeing”? A clue is provided by the immediate
continuation of the above quote from the Confessio, where the Theologian replies:

th: Non habeo quod contradicam demonstrationi, imo generis
humani opinioni, et quod plus est praxi. Omnes enim homines
cum aliquid sentiunt, praesertim si insolitum sit, quaerunt: Cur,
id est rationem, et vel efficientem, vel si autor sit rationalis, finem.
Hinc natum curae et curiositatis vocabulum, ut quaerere a quis quaeve.
Et reddita ratione si vacet, aut operae pretium videatur, quaerunt
rationem rationis, donec vel Philosophi incidant in rem claram,
quae necessaria, seu sibi ipsi ratio est, vel vulgus in vulgarem jam
tum et familiarem, ubi subsistunt. (A VI, iii, )

th: I have no objection to this demonstration – or rather this
opinion – and what is more, this practice of mankind. For all
men, when they experience something, especially if it is unusual,
ask why, that is, what is the cause, either the efficient cause or, if
its author is a rational being, the final cause. From this cur [why]
comes the word curae [concern] and curiositas [curiosity], just as
quaerere [to ask] comes from quis quaeve [who or what]. And a
reason having been given—if there is time for it or if it appears
worthwhile – they seek a reason for the reason, until philosophers
come upon something clear, which is necessary, that is, is its own
reason, or common folk come upon a common reason already
familiar to them, where they stop. (Leibniz : )

We find here, I think, the doctrine that possibility-in-se, for things that are necessary-in-se, counts as a
reason satisfying the PSR: everything has a reason for its existence, either in itself, or in something else.

It is crucial to Leibniz’s theodicy to distinguish between the ultimate ground of some state of affairs and
its author: with respect to sins, God is the first but not the second (cf. Sleigh : xxxiv). To make room
for this distinction, Sleigh explicates “ultimate ground” as “cause via his intellect” and “author” as “cause
via his will”. This cannot be, however, what “ultimate ground” means: even if it is true that God is the
ultimate ground of everything “via his intellect” (whatever that means), this is a substantial thesis about
God, not just an analytic entailment of the meaning of “ultimate ground”.

The PSR and the grounds of possibility

That “God is necessarily the one who wills the best. But not the one who necessarily wills the best” (Gr
) is not just making the de dicto / de re contrast. Rather, it makes the claim that, of the following two

claims about the actual world (referred to by “@”), the first does not imply the second:

choice God chooses @ as the best possible world.
action God makes @ the best possible world.

The step is really the same as from the first to the second

choice By choosing A, I express the belief that A is the best.
action By choosing A, I am taking A to be the best.

Whenever something is possible-in-se, i.e. has a concept that does not contain a contradiction, this needs
a reason: if the thing is merely possible, then its reason is itself merely possible, for nothing is a reason for
x if it is not the case that, were it to exist, then x would exist as well.

. Adams ( : ) recognises this: “It is misleading, however, for Leibniz to make an issue of which verb ‘necessarily’ modifies.”



Totality requirements on explanations

A complete explanation of the occurrence of E is a full explanation of its occurrence in which
all the factors cited are such that there is no [further] explanation (either full or partial) of their
existence of operation in terms of factors operative at the time of their existence or operation.
(Swinburne : )

Though there are sufficient conditions for correct use in particular cases, we should not think that there is
a totality of conditions which necessitates:

Hier müssen wir uns aber hüten, zu glauben, es gebe, entsprechend der Natur des Falles, eine
Gesamtheit aller Bedingungen (z.B. dafür, dass Einer geht) so dass er, sozusagen, nicht anders
als gehen könnte, wenn sie alle erfüllt sind. (PI, § )

Contingent explanation seem generally accepted with respect to explanations of the causal variety:

“A how-explanation works by describing the mechanism that was involved in the production
of the target phenomenon. This mechanism need not necessitate the occurrence of the effect
in question, even in the context of the assumed background causal field. It is enough if the
mechanism is known (or, at any rate, reasonably believed) to have in general the causal power
to produce such an effect, and that it was actually operative in production of the specific
outcome to be explained. To put this another way, a how-explanation is concerned to inform
as to the way in which a particular state of affairs did come about. As such it need not be
committed to claims of necessity or sufficiency for the mechanism. What it is committed to
are the claims that such a mechanism can bring about the effect in question, and that on this
occasion that was how it happened.” (Botterill : )

Many think that some thing a may only explain that Fa if F is an essential property of a. This is why
Armstrong thinks that the truthmakers of contingent predications must be states of affairs, i.e. things that
are such that they cannot exist without the proposition being true – as opposed to ‘mere [mereological]
sums’. What reason is given to say that aRb is not the sum of its constituents? It is an application of what
one may call the “sufficiency argument”:

“[That the fact and the sum are different] is well-nigh self-evident…For if the constituents
exist, the set and the sum both ‘automatically’ exist; but the constituents can exist without the
fact existing.” (Vallicella : )

This is an application of the truthmaker necessitarianism, the view that “[t]he determining of a truth by
a truthmaker is an absolute necessitation” (Armstrong : ). I want to reject this principle, because I
want to reject the following “principle of necessarily sufficient reason”:

(Nec) An explanation, even of a contingent fact, must necessitate what it explains.

If we accept explanation by things, as truthmaker theorists do, (Nec) becomes truthmaker necessitarianism:
the view that truthmakers necessitate the truth of what they make true. An argument for the existence of
states of affairs is then the consequence. States of affairs, however, are parts (or rather symptoms) of the
problem, not parts of its solution. We get explanatory circularity in lieu of an explanatory regress: The
difference between the ‘mere sum’ and the fact is explained by something, i.e. a state of affairs, that is
‘non-mereologically composed’ out of its constituents. But until we understand the difference between



mereological and non-mereological composition, we do not understand the difference between the sum
and the fact.

Contingent explanations are explanations that ‘do their explaining’ only under certain circumstances. Con-
tra Armstrong, this does not make them ‘partial’: they are full explanations, but contingently explanations
(and also, perhaps, contingently full explanations).
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. Cf.: “If it is said that the truthmaker for a truth could have failed to make the truth true, then we will surely think that the
alleged truthmaker was insufficient by itself and requires to be supplemented in some way. A contingently sufficient truthmaker will
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full truthmaker.” (Armstrong : )
“Why do we need to recognize states of affairs? […] If a is F , then it is entailed that a exists and that the universal F exists. However,
a could exist, and F could exist, and yet it fail to be the case that a is F (F is instantiated, but instantiated elsewhere only). a’s being
F involves something more than a and F . It is no good simply adding the fundamental tie or nexus of instantiation to the sum of a
and F . The existence of a, of instantiation, and of F does not amount to a’s being F . The something more must be a’s being F –
and this is a state of affairs.” (Armstrong : )


